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bstract

Three-layer systems (membrane – composite layer (cells + polymer) – membrane) are important in different biochemical applications. Models
f latex layered-membranes were evaluated and compared with experimental data in order to predict the diffusivity of substrates in the composite
ayer containing living E.coli microbial cells. Diffusivity predictions are dependent on the presence or the absence of a ‘skin’ layer, on the degree of
olymer particle coalescence and on the thickness of each layer. Simulations with layered models were made to identify the dominant mechanisms

n the three-layer system. It was found that the layered system is sensitive to the latex coatings porosity when the composite layer occupies less
han 50% of the total membrane system thickness. Whenever the control of polymer particle coalescence and of the layers (coating/composite
ayer) thickness may be achieved, multi-layer systems presenting a wide range of relative diffusion conductivities may be built for different types
f living cells and for a wide variety of practical applications. The diffusivity of the latex layer is proportional to the square of latex porosity.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Multi-layer microporous systems have a wide application
n industry and biotechnology and their general models are
escribed in numerous publications [1–9]. In the biotechnol-
gy layered systems have a broad application [10] including, in
articular, systems containing living cells: thick-film and immo-
ilized cell biosensors [11–14], components of bioelectronic
evices [15–17], or biocatalytic coatings [18].

Among these systems we may distinguish porous layers and
embranes, which are forming by polymer latex of sub-micron

izes [19,20]. Concerning the biocatalyst application, such sys-
ems have a structural diversity of membranes and composite
cell + latex) layers because of particle size distribution, shape,
ayers thickness, packing and formation conditions as well as

echnological demands [18,21–23]. The promising type of thin-

embrane bioreactor consists of a high volume fraction of
iable, metabolically active whole cells imprisoned in a porous
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olymeric matrix of partially coalesced latex particles that are
ubstantially smaller than the bacterial cells.

A method for immobilising viable but non-growing
scherichia coli in highly uniform patches was considered
y Lyngberg et al. [21]. The method allows the composite
cell + polymer) layer and the polymer sealant to be variable
n thickness from 5 to 60 �m and from 7 to 80 �m, respectively.

The polymer latex coating micro-structure for whole-cell
iocatalyst application was investigated by microscopy [22].
esults showed that porosity and permeability can be controlled
y appropriate drying and rehydration protocols. Evidence
hows that glycerol retards particle deformation, compaction,
nd coalescence. The microstructure of a biocatalytic latex coat-
ng containing viable E. coli cells was analysed in [23,24]. The
ells are physically entrapped by the latex particles and not
hemically bound to them and cells were uniformly distributed
n the matrix.

Another multi-layer system, a permeable biocatalytic coat-

ng of thin layers of 280 nm particle size latex containing E. coli
ixed with latex particles, was also investigated in the work of
yngberg et al. [18]. The effective diffusion coefficient De of

he system was measured and compared with those D0 in bulk

mailto:MMota@reitoria.uminho.pt
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bej.2007.05.008
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Nomenclature

D0 diffusion coefficient in bulk liquid (m2/s)
De effective diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
h diameter of the rod (m)
K overall mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
k mass transfer coefficient of the multi-layer system

(m/s)
kp1, kp2 respectively, mass transfer coefficients in phase 1

and 2 separated by the layered system (m/s)
ki mass transfer coefficient in i-th layer (m/s)
L multi-layer system thickness (m)
L′ diffusion pathway (m)
li thickness of i-th layer (m)
m number of sub-layers in the composite layer
n number of layers in the system
T tortuosity
xc volume fraction of cells in the composite layer
yi linear fraction of i-th layer thickness in the total

system thickness
ε0

c porosity of pure cell packing
εi the i-th layer porosity
ε0

lx porosity of pure latex packing
δ ratio of the cell length/diameter
φc cell volume concentration in the composite layer
η = De/D0 system relative diffusion conductivity
τ tortuosity factor
τi tortuosity factor of i-th layer

Indexes
c cell fraction
clx composite layer (cells + latex)
i characteristics of i-th layer
j characteristics of j-th sub-layer in the composite

layer
f polymer film characteristics
lx latex layer in the form of the spherical particles

packing
lx + s latex layer with skin
lx + clx + s three-layer system with skin on the border of

one of the latex coating
s skin (layer) of the flattened latex particles
sp skin with distributed within pore space dispersed
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mer composition; cell presence and cellular spatial distribution
phase or polymer film

uid. It was found that a ratio η = Dlx/D0 of latex coatings varies
rom 3 × 10−4 for unmodified latex coating to 6.8 × 10−2 for
oatings containing sucrose, where Dlx is the effective diffusion
oefficient in the latex layer. The results were explained by pos-
ulating a flattening of the latex particles against the surface of
he solid substrate on which the coating was cast, as well as by
he presence of a colloid stabiliser. Latex coatings were cast on

tainless steel and delaminated to build three-layer composites
ontaining viable E. coli mixed with latex particles in the middle
ayer.

[
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The term diffusivity is generally used with the same mean-
ng as diffusion coefficient (see: “Chemical diffusion coefficient,
ick’s first law, partial diffusion coefficient” [80]) and will be
sed in this work meaning a “capacity to allow diffusion” [81].
everal effects acting on the diffusivity of layered systems can
e identified: micro-structure of the composite layer is depen-
ent on the packing structure, on density as well as on a particle
cell/latex) size ratio, thickness, structural characteristics of the
oatings, among others [18,22]. A detailed overview of the lay-
red systems to be considered in this work may be found in
ecently published papers [78,79].

. Theoretical background

A multi-layered system may be characterised by a conven-
ional mass transfer model [2,6,25,26]. A layered permeable
ystem mass transfer coefficient K, in general, depends on the
hase conditions and on the layered system properties; if the sys-
em is in-between phases, then 1/K = 1/kp1 + 1/k + 1/kp2, where
p1, kp2 and k is, respectively, the mass transfer coefficients in
hase 1, 2, and in the layered system. When the mass trans-
er resistance is concentrated at the permeable layers, then it is
ossible to assume that 1/K ∼= 1/k and for diffusion through the
ayered system the above expression is simplified to

1

k
=

n∑

i=1

1

ki
(1)

here k is the n-th layer system mass transfer coefficient, ki is
he mass transfer coefficient of the i-th layer, and n is number of
ayers in the system.

If diffusion is not affected by a hindrance effect [27] and
ssuming also that, different layers have different porosity and
ortuosity, then the mass transfer coefficient ki is represented as

1

ki
= liτi

(D0εi)
(2)

here D0 is the diffusion coefficient of solute in bulk liquid and
or the i-th layer, li is the layer thickness, τi is the tortuosity
actor, and εi is the layer porosity.

The problem becomes more complex in the case of a non-
omogeneous system with significant differences in porosity and
ortuosity [26,28–32].

In the case of immobilised cells, depending on conditions,
ells may be distributed non-homogeneously within the porous
atrix. The non-homogeneous cell distribution may have the

orm of a confined cell sub-layer in a composite layer with an
nisotropic cell concentration distribution [33,34]. Cells may
e distributed, for instance, with a gradual concentration in the
otal volume of the porous medium. They may also be different
n shape, spatial orientation, type of aggregation of the microbial
opulation, etc. [35–44]. The immobilised cell system effective
iffusivity is therefore, affected by two main components: poly-
45,46].
In general, multi-layer systems may have either a capillary

ature or a structure generated by monosize particle packing, by
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article mixtures of different sizes, and by particles distributed
ithin a polymer or gel matrix [46,47]. Several types of possible

rrangements in multi-layered systems (including sub-layers)
re going to be considered in order to evaluate the best fit for the
ase of the latex three-layer systems described by Lyngberg et
l. [18].

In the absence of a convective flow, the equation governing
iffusion in micro porous media is the Fick diffusion law and
iffusion may be characterised by an effective diffusion coef-
cient De [27,47]. The effective diffusion coefficient for the
orous media De depends on D0, on porosity, and on tortuosity:
e = D0ε/τ. The ratio η = De/D0 = ε/τ is a widely used param-

ter, defined as the relative diffusion conductivity of a porous
edium. With the ratio η the system mass transfer coefficient

an be written as

= De

L
= D0ε

τL
= D0η

L
(3)

here L is the total layered system thickness, whereas ε and τ

epresent the system equivalent porosity and tortuosity.Based on
elations (2) and (3) Eq. (1) becomes

/η =
∑n

i=1
li/ηi (4)

nd after normalisation

1

η
=

n∑

i=1

yi

ηi
(4a)

r

= 1∑n
i=1yi/ηi

(4b)

here yi = li/L is the linear fraction of i-th layer thickness in the
otal system thickness, L,

∑
yi = 1.

The model (4) elicits the simulation of a layered system
esponse of η to the spatial variation of εi, τi, yi, and n in the
iffusional process. Furthermore, different scenarios such as par-
icle overlapping, flattening, presence of colloid stabiliser, and

atrix/cells size ratio may be tested.

. Multi-layer system model

In ideal conditions the model (4b) transforms to a three-layer
ystem, and

= 1

(y(lx)1/η(lx)1 + yclx/ηclx + y(lx)2/η(lx)2)
(5)

here η(lx)1, η(lx)2 are, respectively, the relative diffusion con-
uctivity of coatings on both size of the composite layer and
clx is the relative diffusion conductivity of composite layer
latex + cells). Assuming that the coating properties are similar,
hen ηlx = η(lx)1 = η(lx)2.

.1. Composite layer
For composite layers (latex particles + cells) the tortuosity of
he porous medium is defined by the pore topology and is a prod-
ct of the composition content [47–51]. If cells are assumed to

η

w
l

ing Journal 37 (2007) 285–293 287

e impermeable, the composite relative diffusion conductivity
clx is the product of the relative diffusion conductivity of the
olymer (latex) matrix, ηlx = Dlx/D0, with relative diffusion con-
uctivity created by the presence of cells, ηc = Dclx/Dlx, which
eads to the expression

clx = Dclx

D0
= ηlxηc (6)

n the case of a non-homogeneous cell distribution within the
omposite layer, model (6) becomes complex but in some spe-
ific conditions the model can be presented as the combination
f (4b) and (6). The gradually decreasing cell concentration
rom the top of the matrix surface to the inner side may be
epresented by a stepped sub-layer system where in each layer
he cell concentration is assumed to be constant [47]. In this
pproach, the application of Eq. (4b) to the composite layer
iffusion conductivity gives

clx = 1∑m
j=1yj/η(clx)j

(7)

here j = 1, . . ., m is the number of sub-layers in the composite
ayer and η(clx)j is the diffusion conductivity of j-th sub-layer
efined by Eq. (6): η(clx)j = η(lx)jη(c)j. When one of the com-
onents (matrix or cells) is distributed homogeneously in the
omposite, model (7) simplifies: η(lx)j or η(c)j becomes constant.

.2. Coating layers

Latex may be considered as made of spherical particles,
hich according to Shimizu et al. [52], behave like spheres in the

bsence of additional effects [23]. A homogeneous latex layer
ay thus be considered as a uniform packing, formed by mono-

ized particles, which means that the following equation may be
pplied

lx = εlx

τlx
(8)

here ηlx is the latex layer relative diffusion conductivity, εlx
nd τlx are the porosity and tortuosity factor of the latex layer,
espectively.

Latex particles may be affected by film formation and coat
rying as may be analysed in the following lines.

.2.1. Latex layer with flattened polymer particle—“skin”
Micrographs of the latex layer proved the existence of a flat-

ened latex particle “skin” layer in contact with the flat stainless
teel substrate used for film casting [18]. The measurements
howed that the flattened layer thickness matched the latex par-
icle size, Fig. 1.

Relative diffusion conductivity of the latex layer with a flat-
ened skin, η(lx + s), can be represented as a bi-layer model based
n (4b):
(lx+s) = 1

[ylx/ηlx + (1 − ylx)/ηs]
(9)

here ylx = llx/(llx + ls) is the thickness fraction of the latex
ayer with properties of spherical particle bed, and ηs is the
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ig. 1. The flattened latex particle layer (grey) on the flat support with blocked
ores caused by non-flattened latex particles (white).

elative diffusion conductivity of the skin formed by flattened
articles.

To extend the model framework, let us consider now a case
hen a nano-particles or polymer in the form of film are present

n pores of the latex skin. The relative diffusion conductivity
f the skin with homogeneous nano-particles or polymer film
istribution in the pores, ηsp, may be represented in the form
50,51]

sp = ηsηp (10)

here ηp is the relative diffusion conductivity of nano-particles
acking or polymer film in the skin pores.

Finally, based on Eq. (7) and taking into account relations
8)–(10) we can analyse layered system in details.

. Modelling and discussion

For understanding the influence of different factors on the
ystem permeability, factors are dividing on two groups: factors
cting in coatings and factors important for composite layer.
elow, we consider at first each of groups and than analyse all

ystem coatings + composite layer.

.1. Coating layers

One of the methods used to obtain the latex film for the coat-
ng is based on a mixture of latex with glycerol, to prevent latex
articles from coalescing or compacting (overlapping) during
lm formation. Measurements of the relative diffusion conduc-

ivity ηlx for latex coatings gave values ranging from ηlx = 0.003
without glycerol) up to 0.057 (with 0.15 volume units of glyc-
rol/volume unit of dry polymer) [18,22]. Moreover, for very
hin layers of the latex particle size, the relative diffusion con-
uctivity reduced up to 0.0003 [18].

Due to the wide range of ηlx observed in coatings preparation
e are going to consider below different scenarios and possible
iapason of the latex coating behaviours at certain conditions.
.1.1. Homogeneous latex layer
For a random packing of monosize spheres the range of

lx = 0.26–0.4 is the most probable porosity [53,54], which
grees with the latex layer porosity estimations [18,19]. Let us,

d
a
m
fi

ing Journal 37 (2007) 285–293

or application Eq. (8), represent the tortuosity factor in the form
1,55–58]:

= T 2 (11)

here T = L′/L is the tortuosity, defined as a ratio of diffu-
ion pathway length L′ to the porous medium thickness L
55,56,59–62].

Assuming the tortuosity as a functional dependence of the
orm T ∼ 1/ε

1/2
lx [50,51,63] then from Eqs. (8) and (11) we

ave ηlx = ε2
lx = 0.068–0.16 that is higher than measured upper

imit of ηlx ∼ 0.04 [18]. Hence, the microstructure simulated
y monosize sphere pacing gives a highly permeable coating
ut effects accompanying the formation process of biocatalytic
oating are reduce the permeability. One of the reasons of ηlx
owering is latex particles coalescence. Latex film, produced
ithout coalescence control, gives values for relative diffu-

ion conductivity around 3 × 10−5 [18] that well fits with the
oid fraction network after latex film formation estimated to
e less than 0.6% [64]: using mentioned above model we obtain
lx = ηf = ε2

lx = 3.6 × 10−5, where ηf is a polymer film relative
iffusion conductivity.

.1.2. Latex coatings with partial polymer particles
oalescence

Latex films produced with the application of a mixture of
atex with carbohydrate (sucrose or trehalose), depending on the
dditive amount, give values for relative diffusion conductivity
p to 0.048 (0.6 vol carbohydrate/vol dry polymer) [18,65] that
orresponds to porosity around εlx = 0.22.

Based on obtained estimation, it is possible concluded that the
ormula ηlx = ε2

lx applicable for simulation of homogenous latex
ayer with different degree particles coalescence: from mono-
ispersed sphere packing up to dense films with pore network.

Another effect that reduces the latex coating permeability is
he latex particle flattening on the support surface used for the
ayer formation.

.1.3. Latex layer with flattened polymer particle skin
Cryogenic SEM micrograph shows that flattening affects the

ayer 0.3 �m thick and the extrapolation of experimental data
p to 0.3 �m layer gives for relative diffusion conductivity of
attened layer (skin) a value of 3 × 10−4 for the latex contain-

ng 0.1 vol glycerol/vol dry polymer [18]. The skin resistance is
efined by two factors.

First, it is a mechanical reducing in free cross-section area
ccessible for diffusion. The skin of thickness of one particle
ize has the tortuosity T ≈ 1.0 and hence this part of the skin
elative diffusion conductivity would be defined by free cross-
ection fraction εs ≈ 0.1 (variation in the value is available due
o degree of flattening effect).

The second factor is a migration of a stabiliser in the porous
atex layer to the support surface (layer bottom – flattened skin)

uring the layer formation. The migration for porous layer with
rrested coalescence acts contrary to a conventional stabiliser
igration during the film formation to the surface of the latex
lm [66–69]. Finally, in the end of drying procedure a stabiliser
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Table 1
Parameters used for simulation of coating with skin in Fig. 2

Curve
number

Latex layer
porosity, εlx

Fraction of pores occupied
by the film, ϕ

Nano-particles in
pores of skin, εp

1 0.20 0.05 –
2 0.10 –
3 0.30 –
1′ 0.32 0.05 –
2′ 0.10 –
3′ 0.30 –
4
5

t
ε

w
s
p
m
o
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an form the film covering part of pores (clusters) in the skin
ayer [67,70].

Because the cluster nature of the film distribution in the skin
ores, parameter ηsp, Eq. (10), becomes complex and dependent
n the fraction of pores occupied by film, ϕ:

sp = 1

[ϕ/ηf + (1 − ϕ)/ηs]
(12)

nd Eq. (9) becomes

(lx+s) = 1

{ylx/ηlx + (1 − ylx)/[1/(ϕ/ηf + (1 − ϕ)/ηs)]} (13)

here, in the case of [18], by assuming ηf = 3 × 10−5 and
s = εs = 0.1, for measured the skin layer ηsp = 3 × 10−4, the
raction of pores occupied by the film is ϕ = 0.1.

Model of the coating with skin (9) is simulated for conditions
efined by relation (10) and (13) and shown in Fig. 2.

The following scenarios are shown in Fig. 2. Curves 1, 1′–
, 3′ is the model (13): coating with skin of flattened particles
artially occupied by film: ηf = 3 × 10−5, ηs = εs = 0.1. Curves 4
nd 5 are the model (9) and (10) of the coating with skin and
ano-particles distributed in the skin pore. Other parameters are

resented in Table 1. Data set A correspond to η(lx+s) measured
y [18] which refer to the latex film containing 0.1 vol glyc-
rol/vol dry polymer. Data set B is the results obtained in actual
easurements for different concentration of sucrose per kg of

ig. 2. Dependence of the coating layer with flattened skin η(lx + s) on the latex
ayer thickness fraction ylx at different conditions. Curves 1, 1′–3, 3′ is the model
13) and 4–5 is a model (9) with (10). A, data [18]; B, actual measurements. In
ig. 2b the region of ylx > 0.975 is shown in larger scale. Model parameters and
omments see in the text.

o
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F
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η

0.20 – 0.26
0.32 –

he latex, Fig. 2a, window (I). For data B was used a condition
lx = 0.32.

The obtained model values (Fig. 2) show that the skin layer
ith pores partially filled by polymer film formed from the latex

tabiliser significantly affect the skin permeability where as the
article flattening effect himself retards diffusion in order of
agnitude less even with accounting formation in the skin pore

f dense nano-particles packing with porosity 0.26.

.2. Composite layer

Composite layer model (6) can be considered as a packing
f latex and cell particles but needs to be adapted to the E. coli
ells.

Rod-like cells of E. coli have a ratio δ of a length/diameter
round 2:1. The structure of cells packing, depending on cell
oad, varies from random rod packing up to the dense packing
f parallel rods. Using data for a random packing of monosized
ylinders [71] we obtain a linear correlation function of packing
orosity εc versus δ: εc = 0.3053 + 0.02557δ with a correlation
oefficient of 0.9968. From that correlation function for δ = 2.0
he random cell packing porosity is equal εc = 0.356. Dixon [72]
ives a porosity of 0.36; in the work [73] experimental poros-
ty was 0.33 and for computer simulation, dense packing has the
orosity 0.326 and loose has 0.44. From the work, [74] dense and
oose packing porosity estimation are 0.325 and 0.41, respec-
ively. From presented data for E. coli, porosity εc = 0.356 was
hosen as the average value. According to [47], for δ = 2 the
ortuosity relation has the form Tc = 1/ε0.338

c .
Cell to latex particle volume ratio estimation was made using

formula for the equivalent sphere diameter of cylindrical parti-
les [74,75]: dv = 1.145hδ1/3, where h is the diameter of the rods,
ence for δ = 2 dv = 1.4426h and for a cell of diameter h = 1 �m,
v = 1.4426 �m. This gives the volume ratio of cell/latex parti-
les around 5 and the ratio cell length to latex particle size of
bout 10.

.2.1. Analysis of ηclx versus cell loading
Experimental data of ηclx versus viable cells loading shown in

ig. 8 of the work from [18] reveal deviation from the diffusion

odels (14) used in [18]:

clx = ηlx
2(1 − φc)

(2 + φc)
(14)
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the composite layer ηclx on the cell volume fraction xc in
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he composite. 1, Eq. (14), 2 and 3, linear model (15) with Eqs. (16) and (17) at
0
c = 0.251. 4, the same model (15) at ε0

c = 0.356. Solid circles – data of [18];
tars are minimum porosity points.

et us consider the composite layer as a binary particulate mix-
ure where the volume fraction of cells, xc is defined as the ratio
f cells volume to the total volume of solid phase (cells + latex
article volumes), hence, xc = 0 at pure latex layer and equal 1.0
t pure cell packing. Data in [18] with cell loading converted
o cell volume fraction xc are shown in Fig. 3, where for pure
atex layer (xc = 0) ηclx = ηlx = 0.037 as it was defined by ref-
rence [18]. Above was shown that for the latex packing the
elation ηlx = ε2

lx is applicable, hence, ηlx = 0.037 corresponds
lx = 0.1924.

As seen on Fig. 3, Eq. (14) deviates from experimental data
circles) at the region of high E. coli cell loading.

Based on the fractional porosity and tortuosity approach
50,51] the relative diffusion conductivity of the composite layer
6) can be written as a function of the cell volume fraction, xc:

clx = ηc(xc)ηlx(xc) = [εc(xc)]1.676[εlx(xc)]2 (15)

here ηc(xc) = [εc(xc)]1.676 is a complex function of the cell
acking porosity εc(xc) and the tortuosity factor τc = T 2

c at
c = 1/[εc(xc)]0.338.

Since the latex fraction packing structure is mainly defined
y the coalescence effect rather than by the cells presence, a
inear packing model was chosen [76] to fit the experimental
ata. According to the model, for mixtures enriched with small
latex) particles the composite porosity depends on the cell con-
ent ε = εc · ε0

lx, whereas for mixtures enriched coarse (E. coli
ell) particles ε = ε0

c · εlx, where ε0
lx and ε0

c are, respectively,
orosity of pure latex and cell packing. In the point of minimum
orosity εmin = ε0

cε
0
lx corresponding to the cell volume frac-

ion xc(min) = (1 − ε0
c)/(1 − ε0

c × ε0
lx) the intersection of both

functions takes place.
Fractional porosities ε (x ) and ε (x ) are as the following
c c lx c

c = (1 − xc)

(1 − xcε
0
lx)

(16)

(
b
o
a

ing Journal 37 (2007) 285–293

lx = (ε0
c + xc − 1)

(ε0
cxc)

(17)

here ε0
lx = 0.1924. For ε0

c two values were tested: 0.356 and
.251 (dense packing).

When the cell loading overcomes the point of minimum
orosity, the cell packing changes from random to the dense
ell arrangement with ε0

c = 0.251, Fig. 3, curve 2 + 3. For com-
arison Eq. (17), curve 4, for ε0

c = 0.356 is shown. Simulation
ndicates that model curve 2 + 3 gives acceptable approximation
omposite layer permeability.

Cryo-S.E.M. images of the composite E. coli + latex, when
he cells were removed, revealed that the latex overlapping
ccurs close to the cells surface [18]. Perhaps this effect reaches
maximum in the region close to the minimum mixture poros-

ty that explains lower experimental point position at xc(min) than
redicted ηmin = 0.00365, xc(min) = 0.787 marked by solid star. It
as previously observed that at the high cell concentration the

atex particles could not form a continuous network around the
ells and fixed them.

.3. Three-layer system

The model of three-layer system (5) without latex flattening
skin) effect, η(lx+clx), is given by Eq. (18), in the assumption
hat η(lx)1 = η(lx)2 = ηlx

(lx+clx) = 1

((1 − yclx)/ηlx + yclx/ηclx)
(18)

here 1 − yclx is the summarised thickness fraction of both bot-
om and top latex layers in the system.

In turn if the skin (first latex particles flattening) effect is
aken into account the model may be expressed by Eq. (5) with
he following conditions.

The skin layer has characteristics similar to obtained in [18]:
s = 0.00003, the skin thickness is equal one latex particle size
0.3 �m and locates on outer surface one of the latex coat-

ngs. Latex coatings have equal relative diffusion conductivity
(lx)1 = η(lx)2 = ηlx. Estimated thickness fraction of the skin layer
s calculated for the latex coatings thickness of 30 �m each
nd composite layer thickness 40 �m and is equal to ys = 0.003.
inally, three-layer model becomes

(lx+clx+s) = 1

(ylx/ηlx + yclx/ηclx + ys/ηs)
(19)

here ylx = 1 − yclx − ys is the summarised fractional thickness
f top and bottom latex coatings and ys = 0.003.

Modelling result for the layered structure with and without
he flattened layer (skin) is shown in Fig. 4: the system without
kinη(lx+clx), curves 1, 1′ and 2, 2′ and with skinη(lx+clx+s), curves
′′, 1′′′ and 2′′, 2′′′. All curves marked by 1 are obtained for the
inimum packing porosity of the composite layer ηclx = 0.00365
point marked by solid star in Fig. 3) and curves marked by 2 are
uilt for moderate cell loading ηclx = 0.0097, xc = 0.6. The value
f ηlx assumed to equal of the composite layer latex matrix in
bsence of the cells ηlx = 0.037 (εlx = 0.1924), curves 1, 2 and
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the three-layer system relative diffusion conductivity on
f
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337–353.
raction thickness of the composite layer yclx. The system without skin η(lx + clx),
urves 1, 1′ and 2, 2′. The system with skin η(lx + clx + s), curves 1′′, 1′′′ and 2′′,
′′′.

′′, 2′′, whereas ηlx = 0.0676 (εlx = 0.26) was used for curves 1′,
′ and 1′′′, 2′′′.

The simulation shows that the layered system significantly
ffected of the cell density packing in composite layer, for
nstance, curves 1, 2. Previous observations show that the cell
oading has critical value when further increasing cell load-
ng does not satisfy the condition of continuous latex network
round the cells [18,23]. Estimation provided by [18] gives a
ritical value around xc = 0.7. For coatings of latex + pigment
latex/pigment size ratio 1:3) the critical pigment volume frac-
ion is determined to be xc = 0.6 [77]. Therefore, cell volume
raction in composite, xc = 0.6, simulates condition below criti-
al loading whereas xc(min) = 0.787 gives the system η above the
ritical cell loading.

Layered system is sensitive to the latex coatings porosity
hen the composite layer occupies 50% and less of the sys-

em thickness (see for example curves 1 and 2) but when the
omposite layer thickness becomes higher than 40–50% of the
verall system thickness the latex coatings effect decline. When
he skin effect is introduced into the model, the system perme-
bility is dramatically reduced and, as can be seen in Fig. 4,
t becomes the major parameter governing the diffusion. The
attening effect affects a thin layer of the size of one particle
nd may hardly be the subject of precise control. The composite
ell loading is expected to be close to the critical value. Hence
nly the latex may be considered for optimisation of the layered
ystem permeation.

. Conclusion

Modelling of porous layered systems containing living cells
nd partially coalesced latex polymer particles showed that

ompaction, coalescence, overlapping, and flattening of latex
articles appear to be important not only in the process of latex
ayer formation but also in processes where there is a cell-
ontaining layer. In both cases the overlapping and especially

[

ing Journal 37 (2007) 285–293 291

he particles flattening may create skin-like micro-layers that sig-
ificantly affect the system relative diffusion conductivity. The
ell loading in composite layer also affects the overall relative
iffusion conductivity.

The layered system is sensitive to the latex coatings porosity
hen the composite layer occupies 50% and less of the system

hickness.
Presence in the system of the skin effect dramatically reduces

he system permeability and becomes a major parameter gov-
rning the diffusion. It seems that the flattening effect in a thin
order layer of the size of one particle and cannot be subject
f precise control as well as the composite cell loading that
xpecting to be close to the critical value.

The latex coating and matrix is a matter for optimisation
f the layered system permeation. If the control of polymer
article coalescence and layers (coating/composite layer) thick-
ess is simultaneously achieved, multi-layer systems presenting
wide range of relative diffusion conductivities may be built

or different types of living cells for a wide variety of practi-
al applications. The diffusivity of latex layer can be predicted
y the simple relation ηlx = ε2

lx. The composite layer packing
ollows the linear model of binary particulate packing.
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